shows the relationship between the number of positive slides and the positive predictive value of the test. The positive predictive value for cancer and for adenomas larger than 1 cm increased with the number of positive slides (chi-square trend test of P < 10-4 and P < 102 respectively).
The positive predictive value for adenomas less than 1 cm did not vary. Figure 1 shows the variations in the positive predictive value for a cancer or an adenoma larger than 1 cm. There was a linear relation between the positive predictive value and the number of positive slides (from one to six) as follows: [positive predictive value = 0.043 + 0.096 (number of slides)] (P< 10-4). The positive predictive value for cancer or large adenoma was significantly higher when 4-6 slides were positive (44.3%) than when only 1-3 were positive (19.1%) (P< 10-4). The positive predictive value of borderline tests (16.4%) was lower than those of tests with 4-6 positive slides (P<10-4) but was not different from those of tests with 1-3 positive slides. Tables III and IV compare the characteristics of the cancers and large adenomas (>1 cm) in the above three groups. The proportion of Dukes' stage A cancers significantly decreased from group I (87.5%) to group III (38.2%), via group II (74%) (P< 10-2). The proportion of rectal cancers also decreased from group I to group III and the corresponding trend chi-square was at the significance limit (P = 0.06). As far as large adenomas (>1 cm) were concerned, there was no difference between the three groups in terms of subsite. People for whom large adenomas were discovered by borderline tests were significantly younger than those discovered by other tests (P<0.01). The mean age for screened cancers increased from group I to group III but not significantly. There was no difference between the three groups in terms of sex for both cancers and large adenomas. (Hardcastle et al., 1989; Bedenne et al., 1990 ). In the Minnesota study, rehydration of the slides, by increasing the positivity rate from 2.4% to 9.8%, brought the sensitivity up to 92.2% (Mandel et al., 1989) . However, the positive predictive value for cancer dropped to 2.2% and thus led to a very large use of colonoscopy. In general, for a given prevalence of cancer and adenomas in the target population, the higher the positivity rate, the higher the sensitivity and the lower the positive predictive value. On the other hand, to our knowledge, only two studies have published data on variations in positive predictive value according to the number of positive slides. A preliminary report of the Minnesota study showed that the positive predictive value was 19% for cancer and 37% for polyps when 4-6 slides were positive, whereas it was 12% and 35% respectively in the whole population study (Gilbertsen et al., 1980) . More recently, a report from the Nottingham study showed that the positive predictive value for neoplasms greater than 1 cm rose from 19.8% for tests with less than five positive slides, to 54% for others (Robinson et al., 1993) . In accordance with these two studies, our results show that the Haemoccult positive predictive value for cancer or a large adenoma increases linearly with the number of positive slides. When more than three slides were positive (12.1% of cases), cancer or a large adenoma was discovered at colonoscopy in 44.3% of cases. On the other hand, subjects who had more than three positive slides tended to benefit less from the screening procedure as they were older and had significantly more extensive tumours than subjects who had less than four positive slides. In general, the higher the number of positive slides, the higher the positive predictive value and the lower the expected benefit because of older age and a more extensive tumour. Thus, increasing the number of positive slides required to declare a test positive leads to an increase in the positive predictive value but it is not to be recommended. at present one of the major problems in colorectal cancer screening (Simon, 1985 
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